
We started our journey to answer the simple question: What would
happen if a cryptocurrency project was 100% run by its community?
While Defi includes the word decentralized, this is about economic
status instead of its internal hierarchy. Our founder had a clear vision
from the beginning of the project, "We are an ideal experiment in
decentralized instinctive community building." In contrast, we could
not have imagined this, and this was a concept that would start a
revolution.

 Introduction

The RDM token ecosystem is a way to recognize the importance of
deconstructing this long-established paradigm. Communities are
held together by hundreds, if not thousands, of interconnected
moments. We have realized that true strength does not come from us
alone.



RDM TOKEN is an ambitious project dedicated to establishing
a truly decentralized Internet and its infrastructure to enter
the new World of web 3.0. The RDM TOKEN is based on the
BINANCE Blockchain system, one of the most extensively used
blockchain systems in the World.

VISION

OUR MISSION

To build the most passionate & viral community in crypto till
now and has its electricity-free mining crypto token sustainable
environment and create a better place to live.



RDM
TOKEN
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RDM, the official cryptocurrency of RDM
Gaming based on BEP-20 TOKEN.



ARCHITECTURE

RDM Token adopts a 3-layer architecture divided into Storage
Layer, Core Layer, and Application Layer.
The RDM Token BEP-20 adheres to Google Protobuf, which
intrinsically supports multi-language
extension.
Application:
-dApps
-WalletCore:
SDK-Smart Contract
Wallet API-Account
 
Storage:
Distributed Storage Protocol
-State Storage
-Chain Storage
-GRPC
 
PROTOCOL
-JAVA
-SCALA
-C++
-PHYTON
-GO

0xc3ede75cdcbfabab9a04d88637e42a9d71c7cde5

RDM CONTRACT ADDRESS



WE LOVE RDM TOKEN

PROOF OF WORK

We are proud of where the RDM Army originated and equally
excited for our future. Our founder chose to start RDM from
nothing and gave the direction of the currency to our army.
Beginning with nothing means everyone has to bring
something innovative to the table. The stakeholders and
believers in our RDM Army have been the source of all our
success. You and more than fellow holders, admins, mods,
leaders of international chat rooms, social media influencers,
meme makers, and most of all, Friends. THANK YOU. You are
the real RDMARMY, and we salute you.

Using a proof of stake for cryptocurrencies is a hotly debated
design decision. However, we decided to accept it because it
adds a mechanism to introduce secure voting, offers more
scalability, and allows for more exotic incentive schemes. This
modularity lets in for delegation, sidechains, subscribable
checkpoints, higher records systems for mild clients, exclusive
styles of random variety generation, or even only
synchronization assumptions. As networks evolve from
thousands to millions to billions of users, their consensus
algorithm requirements also change. Therefore, it is essential
to be flexible enough to accommodate these changes and
future-proof the heart of cryptocurrency.



RDM BEP-20
A standard of a crypto token on the BNB platform. Specific
rules and interfaces are required when holding an initial coin
offering on the BINANCE SMART blockchain

SCRIPTING
Starting with the scripting language, transactions between
addresses in a ledger require some script to execute and be
proven valid. Ideally, one would not want Eve to access Alice's
money, nor would one like a poorly designed script to
accidentally send value to a dead address making the funds
irretrievable. Systems such as Bitcoin provide an
extraordinarily inflexible and draconian scripting language
that makes it difficult to program bespoke transactions and to
read and understand. Yet the general programmability of
languages such as Solidity introduces an extraordinary amount
of complexity into the system and is helpful in only a much
smaller set of actors

WHAT IS THE POINT OF ALL OF IT?

RDM has been a marathon project involving feedback from
hundreds of bright minds inside and outside the
cryptocurrency industry. It involves tireless iteration, the active
use of peer review, and shameless theft of great ideas when
uncovered 
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Think Clearly

Be Resourceful

Vision Big

Remain Humble

We consider clarity of thought to
be the most necessary trait we look
for in our colleagues. We look
concise and articulate, putting
effort into making things simple
and easy to understand.

We always find a solution to get
things done with what's available
in real-time, but we aren't afraid of
asking for help when needed. We
believe great ideas can come from
anywhere, regardless of seniority
and experience.

We think big, take intelligent risks
and do things that have never
been done or approached. We
aren't afraid to make tough
choices that align with our long-
term objective and also
understand that it seems
impossible until it's achieved.

We don't seek the attention but
instead focus on doing what is
best for the company and the
users. We think smartly before
spending but are aggressive
regarding investing in what
matters the most.
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OUR VISION
I N V E S T  I N  R D M  T O K E N R D M  E X C H A N G E



RDM ROADMAP

RDM TOKEN DISTRIBUTEN

Tokens for public
51%

Scholarships
25%

RDM Foundation
10%

Team
10%

Bounties
2%

Advisors, Partners
2%

2022 - FEB
Project Planning meetup

Launch Website

Partnerships with gamers

2022 - MARCH
Launch of whitepaper

Development of RDM 

gaming protocol

 

2022 - JULY
Token Launch on binance 

smart chain

2022 - DEC
Launch our first game 

verification bscscan.org

2023 - FEB
Game integration with 

RDM token

launch 2 games with RDM 

integration

2023 - APRIL 
Partnership with metaverse

2023 - AUG
RDM NFT launch



RDM TOKEN
CONCLUSION

Crypto technology has a bright future but also needs some
changes that would fit the community's demands. The
cryptocurrencies floating in the market have issues like
scalability and high transaction cost and aren't decentralized.
With innovation and community building at our core, the RDM
token is focused on developing blockchain technology operated
by its community. The idea of a secure and safe profitable
financial protocol for investors. 




